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AASCU and NASPA promote civic learning through partnership
with TurboVote
Through partnership with TurboVote, AASCU and NASPA hope to help member institutions improve voter

Made possible with a grant from the Rita Allen
Foundation, this partnership will support AASCU’s and NASPA’s members in three key ways:
(1) providing a easy way for institutions to
ensure compliance with Higher Education
Act
puses,
form

“TurboVote’s goal to engage young voters
and prepare them for a lifetime of political participation will aid our own work to
encourage civic learning and engagement
on campuses, through initiatives like our
American Democracy Project.”
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(3) promoting civic learning and advance civic action

“NASPA is proud to partner with TurboVote and AASCU to engage students in the
political process and provide additional
resources, implementation strategies,
and professional development opportunities to enable campuses to institutionalize and strengthen their civic learning
and democratic engagement initiatives.”
— Kevin Kruger, NASPA President
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What is TurboVote?

for TurboVote through partnerships with more
The New York Times, The Chronicle of
Higher Education
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TurboVote encourages voter engagement in three key ways:
Making it easy to register to vote and request absentee ballots:
TurboVote sends text message
TurboVote’s help desk is available to answer students’ questions and help

Why should colleges and universities work with TurboVote?
Colleges and universities have a unique opportunity to

I am struck by the idea that TurboVote may be boosting students’
learning as well as merely their
voting.

the same link with all its students, TurboVote ensures

TurboVote cost structure
-

THE FIRST 100 INSTITUTIONS TO SIGN UP WITH TURBOVOTE UNDER THE NASPA/
AASCU PARTNERSHIP WILL PAY A BASE FEE OF ONLY $500 FOR THE FIRST YEAR AND
WILL HAVE UP TO $700 DOLLARS IN MAILING COSTS SUBSIDIZED.
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